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**Making of Modern Law** (1800 - 1926)

From one of the most important periods of legal development, this archive is a comprehensive full text collection of Anglo-American legal treatises. It allows for full text searching of more than 21,000 works from casebooks, local practice manuals, form books, works for lay readers, pamphlets, letters, speeches and more - all separated into 99 subject areas.

This database, and many others, are accessible via the O.U. Libraries’ LORA (Library Online Resource Access) system, which is linked on the Law Library’s homepage ([http://libraries.ou.edu/eresources/LORA/](http://libraries.ou.edu/eresources/LORA/))

E 77 .N385 2005 (microfilm area, 119 reels)

*The Association on American Indian Affairs archives : publications, programs, and legal and organizational files, 1851-1983*

Woodbridge, CT : Primary Source Microfilm, 2005.

Books

**Abortion (Trials)**

KF 228 .S784 D63 2003

*A documentary history of the legal aspects of abortion in the United States. Stenberg v. Carhart*


**Administrative Law**

KF 5402 .A4 F86 2006

*Administrative law : examples and explanations*

Funk, William F., 1945-


The examples & explanations series
Ambassadors—Biography

E 840.8 .P4255 A3 2006
Mr. Ambassador: warrior for peace
Perkins, Edward J. (Edward Joseph), 1928-

Asylum

KF 4836 .G47 2005
AILA's asylum primer: a practical guide to U.S. asylum law and procedure
Germain, Regina, 1961-

Aviation Law

KF 2400 .R64 2000
Aviation law: an introduction
Rollo, Vera A. Foster.

Bankruptcy

KF 1511.598 .B76 2006
Brown, William Houston.

KF 313 .C66 2006
Attorney liability in bankruptcy
Cooper, Corinne, 1952-
Chicago, Ill.: ABA General Practice, Solo and Small Firm Division, American Bar Association, c2006.

Border Disputes

DS 247 .Q35 A42 2003
A line in the sea: the Qatar v. Bahrain border dispute in the World Court
Al-Arayed, Jawad Salim.
**Business Law**

KF 1355 .Z9 S52 2002  
*Business associations in a nutshell*  
Shade, Joseph.  

KF 1375 .Z9 H95 2005  
*Agency, partnership, and the LLC in a nutshell*  
Hynes, J. Dennis, 1936-  

**Child Witnesses**

K 2271.5 .C49 2002  
*Children's testimony : a handbook of psychological research and forensic practice*  

**Christianity and law**

BT 738 .T33 2006  
*The teachings of modern Christianity on law, politics, and human nature*  

**Civil Procedure**

KF 8896 .O44 2004  
*The rule of lawyers : how the new litigation elite threatens America's rule of law*  
Olson, Walter K.  

KF 8900 .M37 2002  
*How to take and defend depositions*  
Martiniak, L. J. Chris.  

KF 8958 .F43 2006  
*Federal testimonial privileges : evidentiary privileges relating to witnesses & documents in federal law cases*  
[Eagan, Minn.] : Thomson/West, c2003-
The hearsay rule
Fenner, G. Michael.

The American jury system
Jonakait, Randolph N.

The discovery revolution : e-discovery amendments to the Federal rules of civil procedure
Paul, George L.
Chicago, Ill. : ABA, c2006.

Class Actions

The rule of lawyers : how the new litigation elite threatens America's rule of law
Olson, Walter K.

Conflict of Laws

Conflict of laws
Hay, Peter, 1935-
Black letter outlines

Constitutional Law

How democratic is the American Constitution?
Dahl, Robert Alan, 1915-
New Haven : Yale University Press, [2001], c2002
The Castle lectures in ethics, politics, and economics

The people vs. the courts : judicial review and direct democracy in the American legal system
Manweller, Mathew.
Bethesda, MD : Academica Press, [2005]
Freedom and the court: civil rights and liberties in the United States
Abraham, Henry Julian, 1921-

The gay rights question in contemporary American law
Koppelman, Andrew.

Gay rights and American law
Pinello, Daniel R.

Religion and American law: an encyclopedia
Garland reference library of the humanities ; vol. 1548

The criminal lawyer's guide to immigration law: questions and answers
McWhirter, Robert James, 1961-
Chicago, Ill. : Criminal Justice Section, American Bar Association, c2006.

AILA's asylum primer: a practical guide to U.S. asylum law and procedure

Initiative and referendum almanac
Waters, M. Dane.

Searches, seizures, and warrants: a reference guide to the United States Constitution
Bloom, Robert M., 1946-
Reference guides to the United States Constitution, no. 6
The militia and the right to arms, or, How the Second Amendment fell silent
Uviller, H. Richard.
 Constitutional conflicts

Contracts

KF 801 .F37 2004
Farnsworth on contracts
Farnsworth, E. Allan (Edward Allan), 1928-

KF 801 .Z9 F69 2002
Working with contracts : what law school doesn't teach you
Fox, Charles M.
PLI Press's corporate and securities law library

KF 915 .Z9 B74 2006
Sales and leases : examples and explanations
Brook, James, 1946-
Examples & explanations series

Crime Fiction

PS 3601 .A95 S73 2004
Six hours past Thursday
Payne, W. Jack

Criminal Justice, Administration of

KF 9756 .A82 2006
Achieving justice : freeing the innocent, convicting the guilty
Chicago, Ill. : American Bar Association, Criminal Justice Section, c2006.
Criminal Law

KF 9245 .R83 2004
*Double jeopardy : a reference guide to the United States Constitution*
Rudstein, David S. (David Stewart), 1946-
Reference guides to the United States Constitution, no. 9

Criminal Procedure

KF 9619.3 .P75 2004
*Principles of criminal procedure*
Concise hornbook series

KF 9630 .B58 2003
*Searches, seizures, and warrants : a reference guide to the United States Constitution*
Bloom, Robert M., 1946-
Reference guides to the United States Constitution, no. 6

KF 9635 .B37 2002
*International extradition : United States law and practice*
Bassiouni, M. Cherif, 1937-

Disability Law

KF 3469 .P47 2003
*Americans with Disabilities Act handbook*
Perritt, Henry H.

Divorce—Oklahoma

KFO 1300 .A75 C66 2003
*Complex divorce issues for the Oklahoma practitioner*
Energy Policy—United States

HD 9502 .U52 E4543 2005
Energy and security : toward a new foreign policy strategy

KF 2120 .E543 2006
Newark, N.J. : LexisNexis/Matthew Bender, c2006.

Evidence

KF 8969 .F46 2003
The hearsay rule
Fenner, G. Michael.

Family Law

K 670 .S73 2005
International family law : an introduction
Stark, Barbara, 1952-

KBP 540.3 .I85 2002
Islamic family law in a changing world : a global resource book

Federal Government

JC 355 .F372 1996
Federalism and rights

JC 355 .F3725 2004
Federalism and territorial cleavages

JK 311 .W16 2000
The rebirth of Federalism : slouching toward Washington
Walker, David Bradstreet, 1927-
To make a nation: the rediscovery of American federalism
Beer, Samuel Hutchison, 1911-

Federalism: comparative perspectives from India and Australia

Gay Rights

The gay rights question in contemporary American law
Koppelman, Andrew.

Gay rights and American law
Pinello, Daniel R.

Health Care—Law and Legislation

Reproductive technologies and the law
Daar, Judith.

Health Insurance

Health policy and the uninsured

Human Rights

Human rights brief
Washington, DC : Center for Human Rights and Humanitarian Law, Washington College of Law, the American University, 1994-
Imigration

KF 4819 .M39 2006
The criminal lawyer's guide to immigration law : questions and answers
McWhirter, Robert James, 1961-
Chicago, Ill. : Criminal Justice Section, American Bar Association, c2006.

Indigenous Peoples—Legal Status, Laws, etc.

E 99 .T34 F68 2000
Tribal territory, sovereignty, and governance : a study of the Cheyenne River and Lake Traverse Indian reservations
Fouberg, Erin Hogan.

KF 8210 .R37 B76 1999
Religion, law, and the land : Native Americans and the judicial interpretation of sacred land
Brown, Brian Edward.
Contributions in legal studies, no. 94

KF 8220 .A1 H28 2003
A bibliography of the constitutions and laws of the American Indians
Hargrett, Lester, 1902-1962.

E 93 .A447 1998
Indian affairs

Intellectual Property

KF 2979 .N36 2001
Intellectual property in government contracts
Nash, Ralph C.
KF 3024 .C6 C56 2005
*A practical guide to software licensing for licensees and licensors analyses and model forms : analyses and model forms*
Classen, H. Ward.
Chicago, IL : ABA Section of Business Law, American Bar Association, c2005.

KF 3145 .M445 2002
*Technology management : developing and implementing effective technology licensing programs*
Megantz, Robert C.
Intellectual property--general, law, accounting & finance, management, licensing, special topics series

**Interfaith Marriage**

HQ 1031 .I57 2005
*Inter-religious marriages among Muslims : negotiating religious and social identity in family and community*

**International Law**

KZ 1322 .M87 2006
*Principles of international law*
Murphy, Sean D.
Concise hornbook series

**Judges—Oklahoma—Biography**

KF 373 .W43 B87 2002
*Law & laughter : the life of Lee West*
Burke, Bob.
Oklahoma trackmaker series

**Labor Law--Oklahoma**

KFO 1534 .A75 F86 2005
*Fundamental issues in Oklahoma human resources law*
Law—Europe—History

K 150 .B48 2003
Law and revolution, II : the impact of the Protestant Reformations on the western legal tradition
Berman, Harold Joseph, 1918-

Law—European Union Countries

KJE 947 .L48 2002
Principles of European Union law
Birtwistle, Tim.

Law—Miscellanea and Humor

K 184 .G73 2005
The Green bag almanac of useful and entertaining tidbits for lawyers : & reader of good legal writing from the past year : 2006

Law—Philosophy

K 204 .B59 2004
A dictionary of legal theory
Bix, Brian.

K 230 .W357 A34 2004
Introduction to critical legal theory
Ward, Ian, 1963-

Law—United States

KF 386 .B4 2004
The nature and functions of law
Berman, Harold Joseph, 1918-
KF 394 .F45 2004
*Un-making law : the conservative campaign to roll back the common law*
Feinman, Jay M.

**Law Firms—History**

KF 355 .M56 C37 2005
*Rewriting the odds : the law firm of Robins, Kaplan, Miller & Ciresi L.L.P.*
Carr, David.

**Lawyers—Malpractice**

KF 313 .S788
*Attorney liability after Sarbanes-Oxley*
Steinberg, Marc I.
New York, N.Y. : Law Journal Press, 2005-
Securities litigation series

KF 313 .C66 2006
*Attorney liability in bankruptcy*
Cooper, Corinne, 1952-
Chicago, Ill. : ABA General Practice, Solo and Small Firm Division, American Bar Association, c2006.

**Legal Ethics**

KF 224 .G45 R44 2004
*Eat what you kill : the fall of a Wall Street lawyer*
Regan, Milton C.

**Legal Profession**

KF 298 .G76 2006
*Judge for yourself : clarity, choice and action in your legal career*
Grogan, Miriam Bamberger.
**Legal Research & Writing**

KF 250 .A76 2003  
*Thinking like a writer: a lawyer's guide to writing and editing*  
Armstrong, Stephen V.  
New York City: Practising Law Institute, c2003.

KF 250 .L3913 2004  
*Guide to legal writing style*  
LeClercq, Terri, 1946-  

KF 250 .W438 2006  
*Legal writing: ethical and professional considerations*  
Weresh, Melissa H.  

PE 1460 .P17 1994  
*Usage and abusage: a guide to good English*  

**Libraries—Disaster Preparedness**

Z 733 .U854 G46 2006  
*Disaster preparedness manual*  
Genovese, Robert.  

**Religion and Law—France**

KJV 5434 .A23 2005  
*The Stasi report: the report of the Committee of Reflection on the Application of the Principle of Secularity in the Republic*  
O'Brien, Robert, 1936-  
Religion and Law—United States

KF 4783 .A68 R45 2000
Religion and American law : an encyclopedia
Garland reference library of the humanities ; vol. 1548

KF 8210 .R37 B76 1999
Religion, law, and the land : Native Americans and the judicial interpretation of sacred land
Brown, Brian Edward.
Contributions in legal studies, no. 94

Reproductive Technology—Law and Legislation

KF 3830 .D32 2005
Reproductive technologies and the law
Daar, Judith.

Social Justice

HM 146 .Q45 2005
The quest for social justice III : the Morris Fromkin memorial lectures, 1992-2002

Supreme Court, U.S.

KF 8742 .A35 S8 2003
The Supreme Court A to Z
CQ's American government A to Z series

Telecommunication—Law and Legislation

KF 2765 .R35 2005
Telecommunication agreements for commercial buildings
Raju, Ajay.
Chicago, Ill. : Section of Real Property, Probate and Trust Law, American Bar Association, c2005.
Trials—New York—History

KF 228 .P346 M36 2005
The Palsgraf case : courts, law, and society in 1920s New York
Manz, William H.

Trade Regulation

K 3943 .T72 2005
The regulation of international trade
Trebilcock, M. J.

Trade Regulation—Great Britain

KD 2212 .W48 2003
Competition law
Whish, Richard.

Trial Practice

KF 8900 .M37 2002
How to take and defend depositions
Martiniak, L. J. Chris.

KF 8969 .F46 2003
The hearsay rule
Fenner, G. Michael.

Trials—India—History

KNS 4410 .N66 2005
Indian political trials, 1775-1947
Noorani, Abdul Gafoor Abdul Majeed, 1930-
Trusts/ Wills and Estates

KF 729 .F86 2003
Understanding trusts and estates
Andersen, Roger W., 1948-
Newark, NJ : LexisNexis/Matthew Bender, c2003.
The understanding series

Water Resources Development

HD 1691 .G745 2006
Water resource economics : the analysis of scarcity, policies, and projects
Griffin, Ronald C.

TC 547 .J33 2005
Building the ultimate dam : John S. Eastwood and the control of water in the West
Jackson, Donald C. (Donald Conrad), 1953-